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Australian War Memorial

The Australian War Memorial commemorates the sacrifice of those 
Australians who have died in war or on operational service and those 
who have served our nation in times of conflict. Its mission is leading 
remembrance and understanding of Australia’s wartime experience.

The Design Museum - London

The Design Museum in London is devoted to contemporary design in 
every form, from architecture and fashion to graphics, product and 
industrial design. Its collection, publishing, events, exhibitions, 
learning and digital programmes invite everyone to experience and 
reflect on the impact of design.

Guggenheim Museum - New York 

Committed to innovation, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation 
collects, preserves, and interprets modern and contemporary art, and 
explores ideas across cultures through dynamic curatorial and 
educational initiatives and collaborations. 

Check these out...

1.
For your teaching PLN (Professional Learning Network) 

2.

From the archives
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National Civil Rights Museum - Tennessee

The National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis, Tennessee, is located 
at the former Lorraine Motel, where civil rights leader Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. was assassinated on April 4, 1968. Through interactive 
exhibits, historic collections, dynamic speakers and special events, 
the museum offers visitors a chance to walk through history.

Classroom Resources

State Library of QLD - Curriculum Connect

Developed by State Library of Queensland, Curriculum Connect 
materials are tailored for specific year levels and subjects, 
including History and Social Sciences, Visual Arts, Design, 
Science, and English. As well as content and learning activities from 
First Nations perspectives.

National library of Australia - Digital Classroom

The Digital Classroom is aligned to the Australian Curriculum and 
supports a variety of classroom contexts and learning styles. It adopts an 
inquiry approach, allowing students to analyse sources, develop skills 
and draw their own conclusions about the Australian story.

QuestaCon

QuestaCon provides hands-on science engagement though 
high impact STEM programs. They also offer several types of 
professional development and learning opportunities for 
teachers interested in teaching STEM.

CSIRO - Educational Datasets

CSIRO Educational Datasets are aimed at making it easier for teachers 
to bring real-world research data into the classrooms. The Datasets 
have been created using data that is available on the CSIRO Data 
Access Portal. Each dataset has a linked teacher guide and comes in 
three different levels, Novice, Expert and Programmer.

National Gallery of Australia

The National Gallery of Australia provides learning resources 
including ‘look, think, create’ activities, audio and video components, 
and art making projects. All resources have cross-curriculum learning 
outcomes.
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The Queensland State Library 1971

Google Arts & Culture is a 
non-commercial initiative working with 
cultural institutions and artists around 
the world. Its mission is to preserve and 
bring the world’s art and culture online so 
it’s accessible to anyone, anywhere.

Discover exhibits and collections from 
museums and archives all around the 
world. Explore cultural treasures in 
extraordinary detail, from hidden gems to 
masterpieces. Create your own galleries 
and share favorite finds with friends, 
colleagues and students. For a bit of fun 
try creating a 'blob opera' .

Google Arts & Culture

The NFSA’s mission is to collect, preserve 
and share Australia’s vibrant and diverse 
audiovisual culture. 

The collection invites all Australians to 
connect, no matter their background and 
life experiences, and find common ground 
and a shared sense of community. 

The collection holds more than 3 million 
works, including films, television and radio 
programs, videos, audio tapes, records, 
compact discs, phonograph cylinders and 
wire recordings. It also encompasses 
documents and artefacts such as 
photographs, posters, lobby cards, 
publicity items, scripts, costumes, props, 
memorabilia, oral histories, and vintage 
equipment.

National Film & Sound Archive of Australia
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